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Chapter 1 : TV's Teen Star Album
New episodes air Wednesdays at 9/8c. Watch full episodes of Star at www.nxgvision.com now! Featuring original music
and stunning performances, Star is an emotionally powerful drama that follows three talented singles with ambitions of
stardom as they navigate the cut-throat music business.

A lot of people transcribed the song wrongly, they thought it was a straight F chord. The song was written in
D flat. The suspended gives it a slightly different feel. Trevor Horn and the Digital Revolution, Timothy
Warner said that the "relatively quiet introduction" helping the listener detect a high amount of "tape hiss"
generated through the use of analogue multi-track tape recorders , as well as the timbre of the synthesized
instruments, give an indication of the technical process and time of producing the song. Problems playing this
file? The song was put in more than three months of production. We need to do this and we need to do that. It
was all about how dry and how loud they should be in the mix without the whole thing sounding ridiculous.
As it turned out, that record still had the loudest bass drum ever for its time. Gary Langan and Trevor Horn
also tried using a bullhorn , but they found it too harsh. The album version plays for 4 minutes and 13 seconds,
about 48 seconds longer than the single version, as it fades into a piano and synth coda , which ends with a
brief sampling of the female vocals. In Australia, "Video Killed the Radio Star" reached number one, where it
was the best-selling record for 27 years. Originally, the song became a Billboard Top Single Pick on 3
November , whom the publication found the chorus catchy and also highlighted the orchestral instruments
supporting the backing singers. They were joined by Debi Doss and Linda Jardim now Linda Allan , who
performed the background singing on the original recording. Paul Robinson, who played drums on the
original, also appeared. Both Horn and Downes have performed the song live in other acts, including Yes
which Downes and Horn joined for the Drama album and tour in , Downes in the â€” revival of Asia with
John Wetton singing lead and again in with Billy Sherwood singing lead, and Horn in his band The Producers
, also in The tube falls over in the video, although Mulcahy claims it was not intended to be shown in the final
edit. A black-and-white shot of Trevor Horn singing into a radio-era microphone is superimposed over the girl
by the radio. The radio blows up by the time of the first chorus, and then in the second verse, she is seen
transported into the future, where she meets Horn and a silver-jumpsuited female in a clear plastic tube. Shots
of Horn and Geoff Downes are shown during the remainder of the video.
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The third Television album never really got to me in the way that the first two did, OR SO being the exception. I feel the
writing is so-so and is the only song that really, really sticks in my head, like GLORY or I SEE NO EVIL.

Main[ edit ] Jude Demorest as Star Davis, a tough year-old who spent her childhood in and out of foster
homes after the death of her mother Mary. Wanting to pursue a career in music, she forms a girl group, Take 3
formerly Big Trouble , with her half sister Simone and best friend Alex in Atlanta. Though she has a lot of
talent, her egotistical nature tends to bother others. At the start of the third season, she is pursuing a career as a
solo artist, and dealing with the consequences of an unexpected pregnancy. She is rescued by Star from the
abusive foster home in which she was placed five years before. In Season 2, she ends up in state custody for
abusing marijuana. She is then liberated from juvie by Ayanna and ends up marrying Angel in a bid to avoid
being recommitted. When he is deported to the Dominican Republic , she leaves Atlanta to be with him. She is
looking to step out of the shadows of her famous father and make it on her own, and becomes increasingly
involved in political advocacy through her boyfriend Derek. However, she struggles to escape her toxic
relationship with her parents, especially her alcoholic mother Rose. This leads her to slowly separate herself
from the other girls in order to make a name outside of Take 3, while also dealing with the psychological
aftereffects of surviving a plane crash. After stealing money from her boyfriend Elliot, Cotton is sent to prison,
but eventually gets released. He is a civil rights activist affiliated with the Black Lives Matter movement, and
is committed to civil disobedience. After a car accident leaves him paralyzed from the waist down, their
relationship becomes strained. Derek ultimately breaks up with Alex to start a relationship with his physical
therapist. However, they eventually get back together. Benjamin Bratt as Jahil Rivera seasons 1â€”2; guest
season 3 , [11] a talent manager who believes Take 3 is his ticket back to the top. However, he is hobbled by
both a cocaine addiction and money problems. He ends up forming a new duo with his nephew Angel to
compete with Take 3. In the mid-lseason 2 finale, Angel fires him as manager and he goes on a drug-fueled
bender before briefly slipping into a coma. At the end of Season 1, she takes over as manager from Jahil. Her
attempts to make Take 3 a success prove largely ineffective as the girls struggle with their own problems, and
in the mid-season 2 finale, her salon is burned down. She is eventually promoted to a senior position within
Midtown by Ayanna, and eventually gets named as head of newly-formed Gravity Records by Mateo. He is a
charming sweet talker with an ambitious streak, and strikes up a relationship with Alex, Star and Gigi, at first
for promotion, but it gradually evolves into an affair. By the third season, he seems to have largely conquered
his addictions after a failed suicide attempt and is working to take more control over his career. She forms a
maternal bond with Simone, even becoming her legal guardian, but also enables her to maintain her addiction
to prescription drugs. At the mid-season 2 finale, she is disgraced and removed as president of Midtown after
being caught trying to buy the label out from under her father. She is later restored to her former position after
getting him fired for sexual harassment of a Midtown artist. He helps Carlotta navigate the treacherous
currents of the company and his boss, Ayanna, but their relationship is destroyed when she catches him
kissing his old girlfriend, Natalie. Maurice then sets his sights on persuading Star to leave Take 3 for a shot at
a solo career. He later leaves Midtown when Ayanna sells the company and launches his own label with
Cassie. Matthew Noszka as Jackson "Jax" Ellis season 3; recurring season 2 [12] , an aspiring musician who
became involved romantically with Star. It later turns out that he is the father of her baby. She and Andy strike
up a relationship, but after he steals money from her, she tries to have him murdered, only to kill Jahil by
accident. Andy later reveals her involvement to Carlotta out of guilt after accidentally shooting Ayanna while
trying to forge a check in her name. After arguing with Carlotta, Cassie forms a partnership with Maurice to
start their own competing label. He abandons her when she refuses to give up prostitution, and she steals
money from him for her surgery. After her release from prison, however, he gives her a secretarial job at his
construction firm. In Season 2, she becomes a consultant for Midtown Records, but leaves after Ayanna is
fired. He is murdered by star when he tries to rape Simone which he has ben doing since she had been there
everytime his wife and kids left. He is killed along with Eva, when a hitman mistakes him for Jahil. He does
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not accept her transgender daughter Cotton as a woman, and Carlotta eventually breaks up with him. She is
shot and killed by police during a traffic stop after they assume she has a gun. She and Hunter are killed on the
season finale when a hitman mistakes Hunter for Jahil. Jahil taps him to form a duo with his nephew, Angel,
then dies while trying to protect Andy from hitmen sent by Cassie. In turn, Jahil gets him to form a singing
duo with Andy. After realizing that his uncle is more concerned with his interests than theirs, however, he fires
him as their manager. After her friend commits suicide, the two start a relationship, but Karen is soon
transferred to a new facility after breaking curfew. She is killed in the salon fire. He protected Cotton from
transphobic inmates during her prison sentence. When she breaks off their relationship for Elliot, he violently
kills him and seemingly drowns Cotton in her bathtub. After Cotton survives, her aunt Cassie arranges a hit on
Omari, but Cotton chooses to spare his life so long as he agrees never to return to Atlanta. Enraged by her
disloyalty, he fires her as president and disowns her. In turn, Ayanna uses evidence of sexual harassment to get
him fired from his own company. She is in an open marriage with Mateo. In episode 10 of the first season, she
helps Jahil produce a new song for Take 3. Joyce ends up overdosing on cough syrup while trying to destress,
and winds up hospitalized.
Chapter 3 : Michael BublÃ© to Receive Star on Hollywood Walk of Fame â€“ Variety
Star is an American musical drama television series created by Lee Daniels and Tom Donaghy for Fox. It revolves
around three talented young singers who navigate the music business on their road to success.

Chapter 4 : NBC TV Star Album - Souvenir guide, schedule, photo album -Free shipping | eBay
TV Series: Star () info with movie soundtracks, credited songs, film score albums, reviews, news, and more.

Chapter 5 : The Best of Star Trek - Original TV Soundtrack | Songs, Reviews, Credits | AllMusic
Star Soundtrack Season 1 - Songs List - Tracklist - Listen to the playlist of all of the songs played in the tv show, who
sings them, including end credits and scene descriptions. Added by Paul.

Chapter 6 : Barbra Streisand's new album trails 'A Star Is Born' soundtrack
Find album reviews, stream songs, credits and award information for Television - Television on AllMusic - - After the
breakthrough success of Nirvana's Find album reviews, stream songs, credits and award information for Television Television on AllMusic - - After the breakthrough success of Nirvana's.

Chapter 7 : STAR (Season 1) - Song/Music List
I have waited for this album for years! The music of Star Trek laid out as a serious orchestral piece! This is the
soundtrack to both pilots for Star Trek.

Chapter 8 : Star TV Show: News, Videos, Full Episodes and More | TV Guide
Find album reviews, stream songs, credits and award information for The Best of Star Trek - Original TV Soundtrack on
AllMusic - Find album reviews, stream.

Chapter 9 : Television - Television | Songs, Reviews, Credits | AllMusic
Star Wars: Attack on the Death Star Soundtrack (by Yuzo Koshiro) Star Wars Rebels: Season Two Soundtrack (by
Kevin Kiner) Star Tracks / Star Tracks II Soundtrack (by Erich Kunzel, Cincinnati Pops Orchestra).
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